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Abstract—It is not easy to obtain the right information from the Web for a particular Web user or a group of users due to the obstacle of
automatically acquiring Web user profiles. The current techniques do not provide satisfactory structures for mining Web user profiles.
This paper presents a novel approach for this problem. The objective of the approach is to automatically discover ontologies from data
sets in order to build complete concept models for Web user information needs. It also proposes a method for capturing evolving
patterns to refine discovered ontologies. In addition, the process of assessing relevance in ontology is established. This paper provides
both theoretical and experimental evaluations for the approach. The experimental results show that all objectives we expect for the
approach are achievable.
Index Terms—Web intelligence, ontology mining, Web mining, Web user profiles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
OVER the last decade, we have witnessed an explosivegrowth in the data accessible on the Web. However,
there are two fundamental issues regarding the effective-
ness of information gathering from the Web: mismatch and
overload. Mismatch means some useful and interesting data
has been overlooked, whereas overload means some
gathered data is not what users want.
Traditional techniques related to information retrieval
(IR) have touched upon the fundamental issues [1], [8].
However, IR-based systems neither explicitly describe how
the systems can act like users nor discover exotic knowledge
from very large data sets to answer what users really want.
This issue has challenged the artificial intelligence (AI)
community to address “what has information gathering to
do with AI” [14]. For a short while, many intelligent agent-
based approaches have been grappling with this challenge.
Unfortunately, agent-based approaches can only show us
the architectures of information gathering systems. They
cannot provide strategies for finding interesting and useful
knowledge from data to overcome the fundamental issues.
Web intelligence (WI) [51] is a new direction which can
provide a new approach to solve this problem. Currently,
the application of data mining techniques to Web data,
called Web mining, is used to discover patterns from data
(e.g., user feedback or user log data). A Web mining system
can be viewed as the use of data mining techniques to
automatically retrieve, extract, generalize, and analyze Web
information [3], [36]. Web mining can be classified into four
categories: Web usage, Web structure, Web content, and
Web user profiles [7], [28], [43].
Earlier work on accessing usage logs can be found in [3],
[31], [48]. The primitive objective of Web usage mining is
the discovery of Web server access patterns. It can be used
to obtain some interesting patterns about user behaviors
from usage logs. Web structure mining is the discovery of
hypertext/linking structure patterns [39]. Web content
mining is the discovery of Web document content patterns.
It can be used to analyze text and graphic contents on the
Web [2], [26]. There are two diagrams in Web user profile
mining: the data diagram and information diagram. The
former is the discovery of registration data and customer
profile portfolios [43]. The latter is the discovery of
interesting topics [24] for Web user information needs. In
this paper, we present contributions for Web user profile
mining in the information diagram.
Currently, a major challenge is to build communication
between search engines and Web users. However, most
search engines can only use queries rather than Web user
profiles due to the difficulty of automatically acquiring
Web user profiles. The first reason for this is that Web
users may not know how to represent their topics of
interest [33], [19]. The second reason is that Web users
may not wish to invest a great deal of effort to dig out a
few relevant pages from hundreds of thousands of
candidates provided by search engines.
The simplistic approach of acquiring user profiles is to
describe the profiles through term vector spaces (e.g., a set
of keywords) by using machine-learning techniques [12],
[40]. The main disadvantage of the simplistic approach is
the poor interpretation of user profiles to the users. To
obtain an explicit specification to the users, user profiles can
be represented in some predefined categories [33], [20].
There are two main drawbacks in using these ap-
proaches to acquire Web user profiles. The first one is that
the effectiveness largely depends on the numbers of labeled
training data. However, we may only obtain some positive
documents. The second one is that it is hard to distinguish
noninteresting topics from interesting topics since they may
have a similar representation using the above methods.
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These methods fail to describe correlations between con-
cepts and, hence, have to use incomplete concept spaces for
user profiles.
In this paper, we develop an ontology mining technique
to overcome the above drawbacks. In the beginning, we
assume that the training set only includes positive docu-
ments and that the system can discover some patterns from
the training set. During the execution, the system might
select a small amount of documents and require users to
label them as either positive or negative (user feedback). We
also assume that user interests (compound classes) can be
constructed from some primitive objects (e.g., keywords).
Syntactically, an ontology in this research consists of two
parts: the top backbone and the base backbone. The former
illustrates the linkage between compound classes of the
ontology. The latter illustrates the linkage between primi-
tive classes and compound classes that was normally used
in information retrieval [29]. The initial ontology can be
automatically built according to the set of discovered
patterns. A mathematical model, called the association set,
is set up to represent the correlation between compound
classes. The ontology can be updated based on the user
feedback. We also present a novel technique for capturing
evolving patterns in the ontology to refine its association
set. As a result, some noninteresting topics (patterns) can be
removed or uncertainties in some inadequate topics
(patterns) can be weakened. In addition, we establish a
method for automatically learning how to assess relevance
in the ontology.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We
begin by describing the problem and introducing some
new definitions in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss what
sort of ontology we can discover from a set of positive
documents. We also present an ontology mining algo-
rithm. In Section 4, we propose a novel technique for
capturing evolving patterns. Using this technique, we can
detect and decline uncertainties in some inadequate
patterns and even remove some of them from the
ontology. In Section 5, we present formal definitions for
learning two dimensions (specificity and exhaustivity of
topics) for relevance assessment. We also present a method
to synthesize the two dimensions into one for the purpose
of efficiency. In Section 6, we discuss our experiments to
show the performance of the proposed approach for the
automatic acquiring of Web user profiles. Section 7
discusses related work and the final section presents the
conclusions and gives an outlook on further work.
2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we first use an example to describe the
problem. We also introduce some new definitions that are
used throughout the remainder of the paper.
2.1 The Problem
We classify Web user profiles into two diagrams: the data
diagramand informationdiagram. The former diagram is the
discovery of interesting registration data and customer
profileportfolios. Ingeneral, the registrationdataor customer
profile portfolio can be described as a database or a set of
transactions, e.g., user logdata. Themeaningofdata values in
each record (or transaction) is understandable.
The latter diagram is the discovery of interesting topics
for Web user information needs. Compared to the data
diagram, there are two significant differences on the data:
1. There are many duplicates in the data.
2. The meaning of data values (terms) is ambiguous
since there may exist “synonymy” or “hyponymy”
relations between terms.
In this paper, we present contributions for Web user
profile mining in the information diagram. The difficult
problem related to this research is to identify what kind of
ontology can be automatically discovered from data sets to
illustrate meaningful descriptions for user profiles. Usually,
users themselves are easily acquainted with interesting Web
pages while they read through contents of the Web pages.
The rationale behind this is that the users implicitly use a
concept model based on their knowledge about a specified
topic; even though they do not know how to represent it.
It may be desirable to ask Web users to provide
descriptions and narratives for their topics of interest while
we try to represent user profiles. For example, Fig. 1 shows
a specified topic used for the filtering track in 2002 TREC
(Text REtrieval Conference, see http://trec.nist.gov/),
where the description and the narrative of the topic were
edited by linguists.
We can manually build a concept model for the topic
illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows this model which consists
of a set of subtopics and the relations between them, where
a hollow arrow denotes an “is-a” relation between nodes,
e.g., a commercial espionage is an economic espionage. In Fig. 2,
there are four relevant subtopics: commercial espionage,
technical espionage, industrial espionage, and corporate espio-
nage; and two nonrelevant subtopics: military espionage and
political espionage.
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Fig. 1. A specified topic.
It is difficult for general users to write adequate
descriptions and narratives. Although linguists can
provide tolerable descriptions and suitable narratives,
the corresponding concept model is still incomplete. First,
the linguists may ignore some important terms, for
example, “spy” in this example. Dictionaries usually are
not very useful for expanding the set of terms since we
do not know authors’ writing styles. Also, quite often the
linguists and the dictionaries may ignore some relations
between subtopics. For instance, we are not sure if there
is any overlap between technical espionage and industrial
espionage from Fig. 2.
In this research, we do not request users to provide
descriptions and narratives; instead, we assume that the
users can at least provide a set of positive documents for
their topics of interest in the beginning. Table 1 depicts a set
of positive documents for the specified topic in Fig. 1. The
contents are extracted from the titles of original positive
documents by using a basic text processing which includes
case folding, stemming, and stop words and nonkeywords
removal, where the set of keywords is {GERMAN, VW, US,
ECONOM, SPY, BILL, ESPIONAG, MAN}.
The main objective of this research is to discover a
required ontology automatically from a data set as shown in
Table 1 for acquiring user profiles. We also discuss how to
apply the discovered ontology to respond to what Web
users want.
2.2 Definitions
Let T ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; tkg be a set of keywords (or terms) and D
be a training set of documents, which consists of a set of
positive documents, Dþ; and a set of negative documents,
D, where each document is a set of terms (may include
duplicate terms). In the beginning, we let D ¼ ;.
A set of terms is referred to as a termset. Given a
document d (or a paragraph) and a term t, we define tfðd; tÞ
as the number of occurrences of t in d. A set of term
frequency pairs, P ¼ fðt; fÞjt 2 T; f ¼ tfðt; dÞ > 0g, is re-
ferred to as a pattern in this paper. We also use support(P)
to describe the extent to which the pattern is discussed in
the training set: The greater the support is, the more
important the pattern is.
Let termsetðP Þ ¼ ftjðt; fÞ 2 Pg be the termset of P . In
this paper, pattern P1 is equal to pattern P2 if and only if
termsetðP1Þ ¼ termsetðP2Þ. A pattern is uniquely deter-
mined by its termset. Two patterns should be composed if
they have the same termset (or they are in a same category).
In this paper, we use a composition operation, , to
generate new patterns.
Let P1 and P2 be two patterns. We call P1  P2 the
composition of P1 and P2 which satisfies:
P1  P2 ¼ fðt; f1 þ f2Þjðt; f1Þ 2 P1; ðt; f2Þ 2 P2g
[
fðt; fÞjt 2 ðtermsetðP1Þ [ termsetðP2ÞÞ
 ðtermsetðP1Þ \ termsetðP2ÞÞ; ðt; fÞ 2 P1 [ P2g
supportðP1  P2Þ ¼ supportðP1Þ þ supportðP2Þ:
ð1Þ
We can verify that the operands of  are interchangeable
according to the above definition.
Using the example in Table 1, six patterns can be
discovered directly from the positive documents. Let 
be the set of discovered patterns, we have  ¼
fP1; P2; P3; P4; P5; P6g (see Table 2). Because
termsetðP3Þ ¼ termsetðP4Þ
¼ fUS;BILL;ECONOM;ESPIONAGg;
we should compose them into a new pattern according to
the above declarations. Table 2 illustrates these patterns,
where P7 ¼ P3  P4,  ¼ fP1; P2; P5; P6; P7g, and P3 and P4
can be removed since they are redundant patterns after
finishing the composition operation.
Given a pattern P ¼ fðt1; f1Þ; ðt2; f2Þ; . . . ; ðtr; frÞg, its
normal form fðt1; w1Þ; ðt2; w2Þ; . . . ; ðtr; wrÞg can be determined
using the following equations: wi ¼ fiPy
1
fj
for all i  r and
i  1.
After normalization, we have
P
ðt;wÞ2P w ¼ 1. We call
ðw1; w2; . . . ; wrÞ the weight distribution of P .
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Fig. 2. An incomplete concept model.
TABLE 1
A Set of Positive Documents
3 ONTOLOGY MINING ALGORITHM
Syntactically, we assume that topics interesting for the user
are constructed from some primitive objects (e.g., terms).
According to this assumption, an ontology consists of
primitive classes and compound classes. The primitive
classes are the smallest concepts that cannot be assembled
from other classes; however, they may be inherited by some
derived concepts or their children (e.g., subterms). The
compound classes are the interesting topics, which can be
constructed from a set of primitive classes.
The procedure of automatic ontology mining can be
divided into two diagrams: the base backbone construction
and the top backbone construction. The former is the
construction of linkages between primitive classes and
compound classes and the latter is the construction of
linkages between compound classes.
Fig. 3 demonstrates a base backbone of the ontology,
which organizes linkages between primitive classes and
compound classes according to Table 2. The set of terms
(primitive objects) now is {VM, German, US, Econom,
Espionag, Bill, Man} because Spy is Espionage. We use an
“is-a” link (the arrow in Fig. 3) to show the relation between
the term “Espionag” and its subterm “Spy.”
The compound objects are P1, P2, P7, and P8, where
pattern
P8 ¼ P5  P6
¼ fðGERMAN; 3Þ; ðMAN; 2Þ; ðVW; 2Þ; ðESPIONAG; 2Þg
since P5 and P6 have the same termset now (note: Spy is
Espionage). The “part-of” (the diamonds in Fig. 3) relation is
used to illustrate the relation between compound objects
and primitive objects. Table 3 lists the patterns in the base
backbone, where  ¼ fP1; P2; P7; P8g.
Fig. 4 illustrates a top backbone of the ontology for
this example, which organizes linkages between com-
pound classes according to Table 2 and Table 3. This
diagram includes eight patterns, two compositions, and
two “is-a” relations since termsetðP1Þ  termsetðP8Þ and
termsetðP2Þ  termsetðP7Þ. Apart from the “is-a” relation
and composition, there also exist overlaps between
patterns. For example,
termsetðP7Þ \ termsetðP8Þ ¼ fESPIONAGg:
In this paper, we do not pay more attention to the
construction of the base backbone (see [32] or [29] for some
existing algorithms on the bottom up approach). We just
assume that we can obtain a hierarchy (taxonomy) of all
keywords in T , which consists of a set of clusters, , where
each cluster in is represented as a term (note: the size of is
used to terminate the construction). For example, we have
 ¼ fVM;German; US;Econom;Espionag;Bill;Mang
for the above example. We called   T the set of primitive
objects.
The main task in this section is to build a model to
represent the correlation in the top backbone of the
ontology. Because all compound classes are constructed
from some primitive ones, we use  as a common
hypothesis space.
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TABLE 2
Pattern Examples
Fig. 3. The base backbone of the ontology.
TABLE 3
Patterns in the Base Backbone
We now consider how to describe the correlation
between patterns over the common hypothesis space. We
normalize support first, which satisfies:
support : ! ½0; 1; such that
supportðP Þ ¼ supportðP ÞP
Pj2 supportðPjÞ
ð2Þ
for all P 2 . After normalization, we have
X
P2
supportðP Þ ¼ 1:
We also use a mapping  to explicitly describe the
relationship between patterns and the common hypothesis
space, which satisfies:
 : ! 2	½0;1  f;g; such that
ðP Þ ¼ fðt1; w1Þ; ðt2; w2Þ; . . . ; ðtr; wrÞg  	 ½0; 1;
and ðP Þ is P 0s normal form:
Therefore, the correlation can be described as a pair
< support;  > , which is called an association set from  to 
in this paper. The form of an association set looks like a
random set (the concept of random sets can be found in
[15]). However, a random set can only map a pattern to a
termset. Different from random sets, an association set not
only maps a pattern to a termset, it also provides a term
weight distribution for the termset as well.
Table 4 shows an example for the representation of the
correlation in the top backbone of the ontology in Fig. 4.
Algorithm OntoMiningðDþ:;; < support;  >Þ
/* Input parameter: Dþ; and output parameters: , , and
< support;  > . */
i) // Extraction of the set of primitive objects 
1) Execute basic text processing for all documents in
Dþ;
2) Determine a set of terms (primitive objects);
ii) // Compound pattern generation
1) let  ¼ ;;
2) for each d 2 Dþ // discover patterns
{P ¼ ;;
for each term t 2 d {
let f be the occurrences of t in d;
P ¼ P [ fðt; fÞg; }
supportðP Þ ¼ 1; ¼  [ fPg; }
3) for each pair of patterns ðPi; PjÞ // composition
if ðtermsetðPiÞ ¼ termsetðPjÞÞ
 ¼ ð fPi; PjgÞ [ fPi  Pjg;
iii) // representation of correlations
Evaluate  and get an association set < support;  > ;
Algorithm OntoMining describes the process of mining
an ontology. In Step i), we first use the basic text processing
for all positive documents, including case folding, stem-
ming, and stop words and nonkeywords removal, where
the tf
idf method is used to determine keywords. We also
need to determine a set of terms using an existing
hierarchical clustering algorithm (see [32] or [29]), which
illustrates “synonymy” and “hyponymy” (“is-a”) relations
between keywords. The simplest case is that each keyword
can be viewed as a term. In Step ii), the patterns are
discovered directly from positive documents. We also
compose those patterns with the same termset, remove
them from the set of patterns, and insert the composition
into the set of patterns. At last, the algorithm evaluates the
correlation.
For example, using the above algorithm we can obtain a
triple ð;; < support;  >Þ to represent the discovered
ontology, where , , and < support;  > are defined in
Table 4. More formally, the discovered ontology is
represented in an XML document (see Appendix A, the
initial xml file, and Appendix B for its DTD file, which can
be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
www.computer.org/tkde/archives.htm). In order to reuse
defined elements in the DTD file, we use “TermSet” as a tag
name. The meaning of TermSet in XML is different to the
meaning of termset since we assign each term in TermSet a
weight property to accumulate the results of relevance
assessments on the ontology in Section 5.
Fig. 5 illustrates the document object model (DOM) of
the XML document for the discovered ontology,
ð;; < support;  >Þ. The ontology about the TOPIC
“Economic espionage” consists of a TermSet and a
Correlation, where the boldfaces are elements in the
corresponding XML document, “P” denotes “Pattern”
element, and “w” denotes “weight” attribute.
4 ONTOLOGY EVOLUTION
Indeed, not all discovered patterns are adequate for
describing interesting topics because of noise in the training
data [23]. The consequential result is that some irrelevant
documents may be marked as relevant by the system.
Increasing the size of the training set is useless if we do not
remove the noise. In this section, we present an approach
for tracing errors made by the system. The approach
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Fig. 4. The top backbone of the ontology.
TABLE 4
An Association Set < support;  > from  to , where
 ¼ fVM;German; US;Econom;Espionag;Bill;Mang and
 ¼ fP1; P2; P7; P8g
provides a novel technique to update the discovered
knowledge.
A negative document is called an interesting negative
document if it is marked as relevant by the system. The
approach we use in this research is to trace the cause of the
occurrences of interesting negative documents. For a given
interesting negative one, nd, we check which patterns have
been used to give rise to such error. We call these patterns
offenders of nd. The set of offenders of nd can be determined
by the following equation:
nd ¼ fP 2 jtermsetðP Þ \ nd 6¼ ;g:
Fig. 6 demonstrates a paradigm about an interesting
negative pattern, nd, and its offenders, where Pi, Pj, and Pk
are three discovered patterns. Since termsetðPiÞ \ nd 6¼ ;
and termsetðPjÞ \ nd 6¼ ; but termsetðPkÞ \ nd ¼ ;, we have
nd ¼ fPi; Pjg.
There are two kinds of offenders: total conflict offenders
whose termsets are subsets of nd and partial conflict
offenders whose termsets are not subsets of nd but join
with nd. For instance, Pi in Fig. 6 is a total conflict offender
since termsetðPiÞ  nd, but Pj is a partial conflict offender
since termsetðPjÞ 6 nd but termsetðPjÞ \ nd 6¼ ;.
For example, given the following interesting negative
document:
nd1 ¼ 00GERMAN FOCUS VW unveils new
Passat says sales;00
we have nd1 ¼ fP1; P8g for the patterns in Table 4 since
termsetðP1Þ \ nd1 ¼ termsetðP8Þ \ nd1
¼ fGERMAN;VWg 6¼ ;;
but termsetðP2Þ \ nd1 ¼ termsetðP7Þ \ nd1 ¼ ;. Also, P1 is a
total conflict offender of nd1 and P8 is a partial conflict
offender of nd1 according to the above definitions.
Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between discovered
patterns and the interesting negative document. In this
figure, we only show the important relation: the “is-a”
relation. This figure also indicates that pattern P1 may be a
noninteresting pattern since it derives both positive patterns
(e.g., P8) and negative documents (e.g., nd1).
The basic idea of updating the discovered ontology is
explained as follows: We reduce the supports for all total
conflict offenders (e.g., P1 in Fig. 7). They may be removed
if their supports are less than a minimum support,min sup.
For partial conflict offenders, we reshuffle their weight
distributions to evaporate the uncertainties contained in the
patterns. Given an interesting negative document nd, its
reshuffle operation first determines the offering of each
offender from the joint part between nd and the offender
(for convenience, we call this part the lowercase part) using
the following equation:
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Fig. 5. DOM for the discovered ontology.
Fig. 6. An interesting negative document, nd, and its offenders.
Fig. 7. The relationship between patterns and the interesting negative
document.
offering : nd ! ½0; 1;
such that offeringðP Þ ¼
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ;t2nd
w
for all partial conflict offenders P 2 nd. The reshuffle
operation also shifts part of the offering to the remaining
part of the offender (we call this part the uppercase part).
For example, given a partial conflict offender Pj in Fig. 6,
the 1 of offering obtained from its two lowercase x terms
will be shifted to its two uppercase X terms, where  is an
experimental coefficient and  > 1. Table 5 interprets how
the reshuffle operation works according to the example in
Table 4, where P8 is a partial conflict offender of nd1.
Table 6 summarizes the result of the evolution given the
interesting negative document nd1. The result of evolution
can also be recorded in the corresponding XML document
(see Correlation element in Appendix C, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
www.computer.org/tkde/archives.htm).
Algorithm PatternEvolving describes the above idea. In
Step i), the algorithm finds the set of offenders. In Step ii), it
uses a “for” loop to update every offender. There are two
cases for offenders: total conflict (itemsetðP Þ  nd) and
partial conflict (else). For the total conflict offenders, the
algorithm declines their supports or even removes them if
their supports are less than min_sup; otherwise, it gets part
of the offering, s_offering, from their lowercase part first. It
also calculates the base, which is certainly not zero, and then
updates the weight distributions using a “for” loop. For a
given interesting negative document nd, the time complex-
ity of the algorithm is Oðnm2Þ if let nd ¼ nd \, where
n ¼ jj, and m ¼ jj.
Algorithm PatternEvolvingðnd;;; < support, > .
; < support;  >Þ
/* Input parameters: nd, , , and < support;  > ;
 and < support;  > are updated. */
i) // Find the set of offenders
nd ¼ fP 2 jtermsetðP Þ \ nd 6¼ ;g;
ii) for each P 2 nd
if (itemsetðP Þ  nd) { //for total conflict offenders
supportðP Þ ¼ ð1Þ 	 supportðP Þ;
if ðsupportðP Þ < min supÞ //removal
 ¼  fPg;}
else { //reshuffle operation
s offering ¼ ð1 Þ 	
P
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ;t2nd w;
base ¼Pðt;wÞ2ðP Þ;t 62nd w;
for each ðt; wÞ 2 ðP Þ
if (t 2 nd) // for lower case part
w ¼ ð1Þ 	 w;
else //for upper case part
w ¼ wþ ðs offering	 wÞ  base; }
iii) Normalize the support function using (2);
As we assumed, discovered patterns are obtained
directly from the set of positive documents, so, normally
they describe more features of positive documents than
negative ones. In our experiments, we call the algorithm for
some topics in which the number of positive documents in
the training set is greater than the number of interesting
negative documents. We also tested different values for
parameter : 2, 4, 8, and 16. They all performed well and
 ¼ 8 is the best one for considering both top 25 precision
and breakeven point. In addition, min sup is determined
based on how many times a pattern is a total conflict
offender. In Section 6.2, we provide the details of using this
algorithm in our experiments. We also have the following
theorem:
Theorem 1. Let  be a set of discovered patterns,  be a set of
terms, and < support;  > be an association set from  to .
Given an interesting negative pattern nd, after calling
Algorithm PatternEvolving, the pair < support;  > is still
an association set.
Proof. From Algorithm PatternEvolving, it is obvious that,
after finishing Step iii), support function satisfiesP
P2! supportðP Þ ¼ 1 if  does not equal empty. Accord-
ing to the algorithm, the weight distributions of total
conflict offenders are not changed, although some of
them may be removed. The algorithm only adjusts the
weight distributions of partial conflict offenders.
For any partial conflict offender P0, we denote it
conveniently as P once finishing Step ii) in the following
calculation. We have:
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TABLE 5
Example of the Reshuffle Operation Given nd1 and P8 (see Fig. 6 and Table 4), where  ¼ 2
TABLE 6
Result of Pattern Evolving Given nd1
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
w ¼
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ;t2nd
w

þ
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ;t 62nd
w

¼
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t2nd

1


w

þ
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t 62nd
ðwþ ðw	 s offering baseÞÞ

¼

1

X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t2nd
w

þ
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t 62nd
wþ

w

 1

 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t2nd
w


 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t 62nd
w

¼

1

X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t2nd
w

þ
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t 62nd
w

þ
ð1 1Þ
P
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t2nd wP
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t 62nd w
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t 62nd
w
¼

1

X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t2nd
w

þ
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t 62nd
w

þ

1 1

 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t2nd
w

¼
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t2nd
w

þ
 X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ;t 62nd
w

¼
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ
w ¼ 1:
ut
5 RELEVANCE ASSESSMENTS IN ONTOLOGY
In general, the concept of relevance is subjective. We
normally describe the relevance of a specified topic in two
dimensions: specificity and exhaustivity. It is easy for
human experts to subjectively assess objects using several
scales. For example, we may use 0 to denote not specific, 1 to
denote marginally specific, 2 to denote fairly specific, and 3
to denote highly specific (see [9]).
In this section, the main theme is the automatic
extraction of relevance assessments directly from data for
the discovered ontology. For this purpose, we present a
formal definition for learning the two dimensions about
reasoning on ontologies. The relevance of a topic in the
ontology is assessed according to the following two
dimensions:
. exhaustivity (exh for short), which describes the
extent to which the pattern (or topic) discusses what
users want and
. specificity (spe for short), which describes the extent
to which the pattern (or topic) focuses on what users
want.
A pattern in the ontology can be assessed as highly
exhaustive relatively even though it is not specific to what
users want. Similarly, a pattern can be assessed as highly
specific relatively even though it discusses many or only a
few aspects of what users want. However, a pattern that
does not discuss what users want at all must have the
lowest specificity.
In this paper, we define the following two numeral
functions for measuring exhaustivity and specificity,
respectively:
spe : 2 ! ½0; 1; such that
speðAÞ ¼
X
P2;termsetðP ÞA
supportðP Þ;
exh : 2 ! ½0; 1; such that
exhðAÞ ¼
X
P2;termsetðP Þ\A 6¼;
supportðP Þ;
ð3Þ
for all A  .
In (3), the Dempster-Shafer theory (see [15]) is used for
the concept of relevance to a specified topic, where spe is a
belief function and exh is a plausibility function, respec-
tively. The rationale of using Dempster-Shafer theory is
discussed below.
Given a pattern P , its exhaustivity and specificity can be
evaluated as exhðtermsetðP ÞÞ and speðtermsetðP ÞÞ, re-
spectively. It is obvious that 0  speðtermsetðP ÞÞ  1,
0  exhðtermsetðP ÞÞ  1, and
speðtermsetðP ÞÞ  exhðtermsetðP ÞÞ
for all P 2 , where 0 means the pattern does not discuss or
is not the theme of what users want and 1 means the pattern
discusses most of or only the theme of what users want.
According to (3), the specificity of pattern P is expressed by
all its subpatterns (i.e., the belief in relation to it) and its
exhaustivity is expressed by all patterns that overlap with it
(i.e., the plausibility in relation to it).
Different from the method of using several predeter-
mined scales (see [9]), here we use relative specificity and
relative exhaustivity to denote that a small specificity value
may be interpreted as fairly specific and a large exhaustivity
value may be interpreted as marginally exhaustive.
Table 7 illustrates examples of patterns’ specificity and
exhaustivity intervals. For P1, we have an interval [1/11,
5/11] which means that pattern P1 is marginally specific
relatively and marginally exhaustive relatively. We also say
P7 is highly specific relatively and highly exhaustive
relatively given the interval [6/11, 10/11].
The above two dimension approach provides us with a
basic framework to assess the relevance of patterns in the
ontology. However, the two-dimension approach is only
practical for human beings, not for computers, since an
ambiguity may arise for determining the best interval (e.g.,
we are not confident which one is better given [6/11, 10/11]
and [5/11, 1]). Also, the time complexity of calculating
specificity and exhaustivity intervals is intolerable because of
the prerequisite of determining many subsets.
Therefore, it is desirable to synthesize the two dimen-
sions into one dimension. That requires a single function,
relevance, for all documents. Function relevance is called
sound if it satisfies:
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speðdÞ  relevanceðdÞ  exhðdÞ
for all documents d, where speðdÞ is the short form of
speðd \Þ and exhðdÞ is the short form of exhðd \Þ.
To obtain a relevance function, we first calculate a
probability function pr from a given association set
< support;  > , which satisfies:
prðtÞ ¼
X
P2;ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
supportðP Þ 	 w ð4Þ
for all t 2 . We call pr the probability function deduced
by . Table 8 illustrates an example of the deduced
probability if we use the association set in Table 4. We
can also accumulate the result into the corresponding XML
document (see TOPIC//TermSet element in Appendix C,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://www.computer.org/tkde/archives.htm).
Finally, a relevance function for Web documents can be
defined as follows:
relevanceðdÞ ¼
X
t2
prðtÞðt; dÞ;
where ðt; dÞ ¼ 1 if t 2 d
0 otherwise:
 ð5Þ
In summary, we have the following theorem according
to the above discussions.
Theorem 2. Let < support;  > be an association set from  to
. We have:
1. pr is a probability function on  and
2. function relevance is sound.
Proof.
1. From (4), we have:
X
t2
prðtÞ ¼
X
t2
X
P2;ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
supportðP Þ 	 w
¼
X
P2
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
supportðP Þ 	 w
¼
X
P2
supportðP Þ
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
w
¼
X
P2
supportðP Þ 	 1 ¼ 1:
2. Let A ¼ d \. From (3), we have:
speðAÞ ¼
X
P2;termsetðP ÞA
supportðP Þ:
Also, from (5) and (4), we have:
relevanceðdÞ ¼
X
t2
prðtÞðt; dÞ
¼
X
t2A
prðtÞ ¼
X
t2A
X
P2;ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
supportðP Þ 	 w
¼
X
P2;ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ;t2A
supportðP Þ 	 w
¼
 X
P2;termsetðP ÞA
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
supportðP Þ 	 w

þ
 X
P2;termsetðP Þ6A
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ;t2A
supportðP Þ 	 w


X
P2;termsetðP ÞA
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
supportðP Þ 	 w
¼
X
P2;termsetðP ÞA

supportðP Þ 	
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
w

¼
X
P2;termsetðP ÞA
supportðP Þ ¼ speðAÞ:
That is speðAÞ Pt2A prðtÞ.
Analogically, we can prove
X
t2A
prðtÞ  exhðAÞ
tu
Table 9 demonstrates an example for the comparison
between relevance, specificity, and exhaustivity if we view
each termset as a document. It also indicates that pattern P7
is the best one since it has the greatest relevance.
In order to evaluate relevance theoretically, we call
a document d logical relevance if 9P 2  such that
termsetðP Þ  d. We use ½P  to denote the covering set
of P , which includes all documents d such that
termsetðP Þ  d. We call a method or an algorithm
complete if it can retrieve all logically relevant docu-
ments
S
P2½P .
Theorem 3. Let < support;  > be an association set from  to
. We have:
relevanceðdÞ  minP2
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
prðtÞ
8<
:
9=
;
for all d 2 SP2½P .
Proof. Assume d 2 SP2½P , that is, there exists a P0 2
 such that termsetðP0Þ  d. From (5), we have
relevanceðdÞ ¼Pt2d prðtÞ. Since prðtÞ  0 for all
t 2 , we have:
X
t2d
prðtÞ 
X
t2termsetðP0Þ
prðtÞ ¼
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP0Þ
prðtÞ  minP2
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
prðtÞ
8<
:
9=
;:
ut
According to the above theorem, we use the following
formula to decide a threshold while we use the discovered
ontology to assess the relevance of documents:
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TABLE 8
A Deduced Probability
threshold ¼ min
P2
X
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ
prðtÞ
8<
:
9=
;: ð6Þ
The obvious advantage of using (6) is that we can retrieve
all logically relevant documents.
Algorithm RelAssess illustrates the details of making
binary decisions. In this algorithm, a threshold is deter-
mined in Step i) according to both  (the set of discovered
patterns) and the deduced probability. In Step ii), it
estimates documents’ relevance values and determines
their relevance if their relevance values are greater than or
equal to the threshold.
Algorithm RelAssessð;; < support;  > : docs; relÞ
/* Input parameters: , , and < support;  > ;
output parameters: docs and rel which accommodate
document relevance pairs and relevant documents,
respectively.
*/
i) threshold ¼ minP2f
P
ðt;wÞ2ðP Þ prðtÞg;
ii) rel ¼ ;, docs ¼ ;; // let rel and docs be empty.
for each d // for all documents in the testing set.
{
relevanceðdÞ ¼Pt2 prðtÞðt; dÞ;
docs ¼ docs [ fðd; relevanceðdÞÞg;
if ðrelevanceðdÞ  thresholdÞ
rel ¼ rel [ fdg;
}
The time complexity of the algorithm for evaluating pr
is OðnmÞ (see [24]), where n ¼ jj and m ¼ jj. The time
complexity for determining a threshold in Step i) is also
OðnmÞ. Also, in Step ii), the time complexity of making a
binary decision for each document is Oðs logmÞ, where s is
the average size of documents. So, the time complexity of
the algorithm is Oðmnþ z s logmÞ, where z is the number of
documents in the testing set.
It is obvious that Algorithm RelAssess is complete. We
also use experiments to evaluate the actual performance of
the algorithm in next section.
6 TESTING AND EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithms. We
also use standard data collections, TREC2002 data collec-
tions for “filtering track” (Text REtrieval Conference, see
http://trec.nist.gov/), which include Reuters Corpus arti-
cles from 1996-08-20 to 1997-08-19. In our experiments, we
test two dozen topics: 101, 102, . . . , and 124. We use about
10,000 XML documents in the experiments.
For each specified topic, its data collection is split into
two sets: a training set and a testing set. In order to
comprehensively test the proposed algorithms, we use two
threads in our implementation: a semisupervised testing
model (Round 1) and a supervised testing model (Round 2).
The former estimates term weights based on the positive
documents only and the latter considers both positive and
some negative documents in the training set. We also use
several other models for comparison. A common basic text
processing is used for all models, which includes case
folding, stemming, stop words removal, and term selection.
6.1 Popular Existing Techniques
The popular techniques that can be used for semisupervised
estimation of term weights are the Rocchio classification [17]
and Dempster-Shafer (DS) model [41], [24].
The technique used in Rocchio classification is called tf
idf
(term frequency times inverse document frequency). Most
models use this technique [33], [12], [40] for representing
user profiles. For every term t in a given document d, its
weight is determined by wdðtÞ ¼ tf 	 logðN=dfÞ, where tf is
the number occurrences of term t in document d, N is the
total number of documents in the training set, and df is the
number of documents in the training set that contain term t.
Given a topic, let D be the training set and Dþ be the set
of positive documents. The Rocchio method can be
simplified as follows, which uses wRocchioðtÞ ¼
P
d2Dþ wdðtÞ
to represent the centroid of positive documents. The cosine
measure is also used to estimate the similarity between a
new document d in the testing set and the topic.
The DS term weight technique first obtains a mass
function on , the set of terms, which satisfies
m : 2 ! ½0; 1;
mðAÞ ¼
X
P2;termsetðP Þ¼A
supportðP Þ:
It then transfers the mass function into a pignistic
probability to estimate term weights:
wDSðtÞ ¼
X
;6¼A;t2A
mðAÞ
jAj
for all t 2 , where jAj is the number of elements in A.
Probabilistic models are popular methods for supervised
estimation of term weights. The individual term weight is
estimated in the basic probabilistic model (Prob1) based on
how often the term appears or does not appear in positive
documents and negative documents, respectively. The
rough set-based filtering model [20] has used such an idea
to represent user profiles. Prob1 uses the equation:
wProb1ðtÞ ¼ log rdf
R
 df
N
 
to estimate term weights, where rdf is the number of
positive documents that contain the term t, R is the number
of positive documents in the training set, and df and N are
defined the same as in the tf
idf model, respectively.
To remove uncertainties involved in estimating term
weights, the basic probabilistic model was revised into
Prob2 which uses both the presence of search terms in
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documents and their absence from documents. The weight
function appears as:
wProb2ðtÞ ¼
log
rdf þ 0:5
ðR rdfÞ þ 0:5
ðdf  rdfÞ þ 0:5
ðN  dfÞ  ðR rdfÞ þ 0:5
 
;
where 0.5, an adequate experimental coefficient [8], is used
to account for the uncertainty involved in estimating
relevance.
6.2 Analysis of Computational Complexity
In the experiments, each model includes two phases:
training and filtering. The procedure of filtering is similar
to Algorithm RelAssess, where we do not require a
threshold and only calculate relevance for documents in
the testing set. We also need to sort the results. All models
have the same time complexity in the filtering phase.
For Round1 in the training phase, we first use the
positive documents in the training set and Algorithm
OntoConstruction to discover an ontology which consists
of a set of discovered patterns  and an association set
< support;  > for each topic. Term weights are deter-
mined by pr, the probability function deduced by . The
basic procedure for estimating term weights (the prob-
ability function pr) in Round1 is described as follows:
for each d 2 Dþ f
Represent d as a pattern in normal form
fðt1; w1Þ; ðt2; w2Þ; . . . ; ðtr; wrÞg;
Let  be the set of patterns;
Let supportðP Þ ¼ 1=jj for all P 2 ;
For each t 2  //starting to estimate pr,
prðtÞ ¼ 0;
for each P 2 
for each ððti; wiÞ 2 P Þ
prðtiÞ ¼ prðtiÞ þ supportðP Þ 	 wi; }
To improve the efficiency of Round1, composition
operations are not used here, but it is easy to verify
that the results are correct. This consideration may
increase the time complexity of Round2 since  may
accumulate more than one pattern with the same termset.
However, we believe this consideration is better because
we do not need to test every pair of patterns in . The
time complexity of Round1 in the training phase is
Oðn1msÞ since it only needs a traversal through only
positive documents, where s is the average size of
documents; n1 ¼ jDþj and m ¼ jj. To compare this with
other models, Round1 is the best one since other models
may need a traversal through both positive documents
and negative ones. For example, the time complexity of
both probabilistic models is Oðn2msÞ þOðn1msÞ, where
n2 ¼ jDj.
In Round2, we use interesting negative documents in the
training set to update  and < support;  > by using
Algorithm PatternEvolving, where  ¼ 8 and min sup is
1
n13
. The basic procedure of evolution is described as
follows:
Calculate a threshold for each topic (see Algorithm
RelAssess);
If (the number of interesting negative documents <
the number of positive documents)
Call Algorithm PatternEvolving;
Estimate term weights again using the method in Round 1;
According to the above procedure and Algorithm
PatternEvolving, the time complexity of Round2 in the
training phase is Oðn3n1m2Þ þOðn1msÞ, where n3 is the
number of interesting negative documents.
In our implementation, we set m ¼ 150. The average of
n1 in the first nine topics is 36 (see Table 15 in Section 6.3)
and the percentage of negative documents that we use for
training in Round2 is 38.6 percent, that is, n3 ¼ n2 	 38:6%.
Therefore, we have
Oðn3n1m2Þ þOðn1msÞ
¼ Oðn3mð150	 36ÞÞ þOðn1msÞ
¼ Oðn2mð5; 400	 38:6%ÞÞ þOðn1msÞ
¼ Oðn2mð2; 084ÞÞ þOðn1msÞ
ffi Oðn2msÞ þOðn1msÞ;
which means Round 2 is also efficient.
6.3 Analysis of Effectiveness
In order to clearly illustrate the results of these experiments,
we first discuss all details for the first nine topics and then
we use figures to demonstrate the results for all 24 topics.
We use both precision and recall in the experiments, where
the precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are
relevant to the topic and the recall is the fraction of relevant
documents that have been retrieved.
We sort results first according to the relevance values of
documents. We can obtain two arrays of floats for each
method: xr array and yp array for the recall and precision,
respectively, where the cut-off = 25. Instead of drawing
many precision recall curves, we use both top 25 precision
and breakeven point, which are two methods used in Web
mining for testing effectiveness, where a breakeven point is
a point in the precision and recall curve with the same
x coordinate and y coordinate. The greater both the top
25 precision and the breakeven point, the more effective the
method is.
We first compare our Round1 result with Rocchio
classification and the DS model since they all use positive
documents only for training. Table 10 and Table 11 illustrate
results of both top 25 precision and breakeven points for
this comparison. It is very clear that Round1 grants very
good performance on both top 25 precision and breakeven
points.
We also compare Round1 and Round2 with the probabil-
istic models. Table 12 and Table 13 show the results of this
comparison. The performance of the proposed algorithms is
no less impressive since both top 25 precision and break-
even points gain a significant increase.
Another advantage of our approach is that it can
decrease the burden of online training since the proposed
algorithm only requires a small amount of negative
documents. It is significant for Web-based information
gathering because of the huge amount of nonrelevant data.
Table 14 shows the number of interesting negative docu-
ments and the number of negative documents in the
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training set. The percentage of negative documents that we
use for training is 152/394 = 38.6 percent.
In addition, we also demonstrate the performance of the
one dimension method for relevance assessment. Table 15
depicts the result. From this table, we can demonstrate that
the thresholds are appropriate if the number of positive
documents in the training set is big enough. When, for
instance, the number of positive documents in the training
set is greater than 7, the average recall is 81.48 percent (see
shaded rows in Table 15).
For all 24 topics, on average, Rocchio and DS have a
similar performance and Prob2 performs better than Prob1.
Rocchio obtains a pair of (48.3 percent, 0.474) for its average
top 25 precision and breakeven point; and Prob2 has a pair
of (48.3 percent, 0.475). Round1 performs very well with a
pair of (53 percent, 0.489) and Round2 achieves the best
result with a pair of (54.3 percent, 0.498).
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the difference between Round1 and
Rocchio, and the difference between Round2 and Prob2 in
breakeven point and top 25 precision for all topics, respec-
tively. Thepositive values (the bars above the horizontal axis)
mean our model performed better than others. The negative
values (the bars below the horizontal axis) mean others
performed better than our model.
The performance of our model is impressive since both
top 25 precision and breakeven points gain an increase.
Compared with Rocchio, Round 1 improves top 25 precision
by ð53% 48:3%Þ ¼ 4:7% on average and, compared with
Prob2, Round 2 improves top 25 precision by ð54:3%
48:3%Þ ¼ 6:0% on average.
As a result of these experiments, we believe that the
proposed algorithms are significant since they can achieve
the best result.
7 RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned in the introduction, currently Web mining
can be classified into four categories: Web usage mining,
Web structure mining, Web content mining, and Web user
profile mining [28], [7], [43], [27]. The obvious difference
between data mining and Web mining is that the former is
based on databases and the latter is based on Web data,
such as unstructured documents (e.g., HTML), semistruc-
tured documents (e.g., XML), Web log, services, and user
profiles [16], [21].
Most researchers in the data mining community have
focused their efforts on finding efficient algorithms for
dealing with huge amounts of data. However, determining
useful and interesting patterns is still an open problem [25].
The fundamental concern in this research is the automatic
meaning discovery rather than pattern discovery. Some
pilot work has been conducted on this question. If databases
were represented as relational databases and the users
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could determine the premises and conclusions of rules, then
rough sets [37], [38], [10] and random sets [18], [22] based
decision rules could be used to show the meaning of
discovered patterns. Also, we may research the similarity
between discovered patterns [34], [45] to remove some
redundant ones (e.g., nonclosed patterns [46]).
In implementation practices, data mining has been used
in Web text mining, which refers to the process of searching
through unstructured data on the Web and deriving
meaning from it [5], [6], [11]. The main purpose of text
mining was association discovery [2], where the association
between a set of keywords and a predefined category (e.g.,
a term or a set of terms) was described as an association
rule. Maximal patterns [5], [10], sequential patterns [42],
and closed sequential patterns [47] were also used in text
mining. However, the effectiveness of these approaches was
even worse than Rocchio and probabilistic models when we
tested them for mining user profiles using TREC data
collections. The clustering-based mining technique was also
applied to study semisupervised text classification, which
uses a set of positive documents and the entire documents
to build a classifier [17]. However, this method cannot be
directly used for Web user profiles mining since it is
impossible to obtain entire documents from the Web in
advance for each topic.
The above methods provide some mechanisms to apply
data mining techniques in text mining. However, the main
drawback is that they cannot improve the effectiveness
significantly since they failed to study the process of
knowledge evolution. In this paper, we present an ontology
mining technique to overcome the disadvantage.
The objective of ontology mining is fairly different to
semiautomatic ontology engineering. The former concerns
the automatic representation of discovered knowledge.
The latter mainly develops tools to map, merge, and
align existing ontologies [35], [44]. Some ontology mining
algorithms have been mentioned in [29], [30], [50], [4],
which currently are the discovery of the taxonomic
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Fig. 8. Semisupervised evaluation for all topics: difference between Round1 and Rocchio.
Fig. 9. Supervised evaluation for all topics: difference between Round2 and Prob2.
backbone (e.g., hierarchical clustering [32]) and the
nontaxonomic relation (e.g., association rules as men-
tioned before). The difficult problem here is how to
formalize relationships between classes since most rela-
tionships (e.g., “part-of” relationship) are not well-known
mathematical structures (e.g., lattices) [13].
In this paper, we use a new concept of association sets to
formalize the relationships between classes. We also set up
a reasoning model according to this kind of formalizations.
In addition, we provide both theoretical and experimental
evaluations for the model and the results demonstrate that
our solution is achievable and promising.
8 CONCLUSIONS
There is no doubt that numerous discovered patterns can be
found from the Web data using data mining techniques.
However, it is ineffective to use the discovered patterns in
Web user profile mining due to the ambiguities in the data
values (terms). The consequent result is that we obtain some
inappropriate discovered patterns and many discovered
patterns include uncertainties. In this paper, we develop an
ontology mining technique to provide a solution for this
challenge. A discovered ontology in this research consists of
two parts: the top backbone and the base backbone. The
former illustrates the linkage between compound classes of
the ontology. The latter illustrates the linkage between
primitive classes and compound classes.
We set up a mathematical model to represent discovered
knowledge on the ontology. We also present a novel
method for capturing evolving patterns in order to refine
the discovered ontology. In addition, we establish a formal
method for learning how to assess relevance in the ontology
in order to effectively use discovered knowledge. We have
verified that the technique not only gains a better
performance on both precision and recall, it also decreases
the burden of online training.
The research is significant for WI since it makes a
breakthrough by effectively synthesizing taxonomic rela-
tion and nontaxonomic relation in a mathematical model. It
is also significant for data mining because it provides an
approach for representation, application, and maintenance
of discovered knowledge for solving real problems.
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